ON SOME CLASSES OF ANALYTICFUNCTIONS

OF SEVERALVARIABLESO)
BY

ADAM KORÂNYI
1. Introduction. In a recent paper [6] of B. Sz.-Nagy and the author a
new unified treatment
was given to some classical results of function theory
centering around the Pick-Nevanlinna
interpolation
problem and Loewner's
theorems on monotone matrix functions. In the present paper we wish to
generalize these investigations to functions of several complex variables with

the help of the Hubert space method developed in [6].
The main objects of study in [6] are the class H of functions analytic and
having a non-negative real part in the unit disk, and the class N of functions
/ analytic in the upper half-plane, having there a non-negative imaginary part
and such that/(z)/z
is bounded in every angular domain

C((p)= [z\ (¡>^ argz^ t-

(b\

(o < 4>g —Y

Normalizing the functions/ in H by the condition Im /(O) = 0 and extending their definition to the outside of the unit circle by the relation f(z~l)
— ~J(z)(2) we have the Riesz-Herglotz
formula,
/'2T
0

-1

+ ze''+ dm(d>)
1 - 3Í**

where m is a bounded positive measure on the unit circle. From this formula
it is easy to see that the Taylor coefficients of / around the origin are the
positive trigonometric
moments of m. In other words this means that the
part of/inside
the unit circle is the complex Fourier transform of the restriction to positive integers of a positive definite function on the additive group I
of integers. Similarly, the part of /outside
the circle is the Fourier transform
of the "negative half of the same positive definite function.
The class 7Y has similar properties.
Extending fEN to the lower halfplane by/(z) =/(z) we have the formula due to P. Nevanlinna:

(2)

f(z) = f

—*—dm(X)

J _w 1 — X3

with m a bounded positive measure on the real line. Using (2) one can show
that /admits an asymptotic development around 0 whose coefficients are the
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positive moments of m. It is also easy to see that/ can be obtained from a
positive definite function on the real line P by taking the complex Fourier
transform of its restrictions to the positive and negative half-axis.
In the Pick-Nevanlinna problem we are given a set S in the interior of the
unit disk or the upper half-plane, and a function/defined
on S. The question
is under what conditions can / be extended to a function of the class H resp.
A. It turns out that a necessary and sufficient condition for the class H is

that the function ku defined on SXS by
(3)

k„(s, l) = —-—

1—5/

be positive definite. In the case of N we assume that for some O<0^ir/2
there is a sequence \on} tending to 0 in Sf\C(<£); a necessary and sufficient
condition then is that /(cr„)/cr„ be bounded and the function
(4)

kN(S, t) =

be positive

definite.

/(*)-7(0
Jy
s —t

(As usual, given any set X, we say that

A defined on

XXX is positive definite if

Z Z A(xm,x„)amän ^ 0
m

n

holds for any finite set of points xi, ■ • • , xm in X and any complex numbers
au

■ ■ ■ ,aM.)

In [6] we used the following well-known
in the present paper.

lemma, which will also be used

Lemma 1. Every positive definite function k defined on the set XXX
represented as an inner product

can be

k(x, y) = (««,€„),
where the ex (xG^O ore vectors in a Hilbert space ¿p. It can be assumed that the
vectors ex (xEX) span &.

With the help of Lemma 1 the proof of the above results is based on a
Hilbert space argument, the main point being the simple fact that every
isometric operator in § can be dilated to a unitary operator in an enlarged

space.
A limiting case of the Pick-Nevanlinna

problem is the following. Let 5 be
the interval ( —1, 1) and/a real-valued function on S. Under what conditions
can/ be extended continuously to a function in N? K. Loewner [4] proved
that a necessary and sufficient condition is/GC1 and the positive definiteness
of (4). In [3] and [6] this was also proved in a simple way by our Hilbert
space method. The main interest of this theorem is that, as Loewner has
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shown [4; 5], this class of real-valued functions on ( —1, 1) is just the class of
monotone matrix functions, i.e., such that for any two Hermitian operators

A, B with spectrum in (—1, 1) the relation A l±B implies f(A) ïèf(B).
All the above considerations admit generalizations to functions of n variables. In order to avoid great notational complications we consider only the
case of two variables; this will already reveal all the essential features and
the generalizations
to any number of variables will be apparent.
We define the generalized class H as follows:
Definition
1. The class H2 is the class of functions f of two complex variables Zi, z2 defined and holomorphic for all \Zi\, \z2\ A\ (including oo) and
satisfying the conditions

(a) f(zr\ 22_1)=7(zi, Zï) for all | zi|, |z2| A1,
(b) f(zi, z2)-/(*,-», z2)-f(zh if1) +/(zf\ «r1) ^0 for | zi\, | z2| < 1,
(c) f(zi, 0) +/(zi, ») = 0,/(0, z2)+/( =0, z2)= 0 for all \zi\ A1 and \z2\a\.
Condition (c) here is only a normalizing condition; (a) and (b) determine
H2 up to the addition of functions depending on only one of the variables. It
turns out as a by-product
of our investigations
(Theorem 1), and it is also
easy to show directly that every function / in H2 admits the integral representation (14) generalizing the Riesz-Herglotz formula. / is now defined on
four disconnected domains, and from (14) it follows that the Taylor coefficients of / at (0, 0), (0, cc ), ( oo , 0) and ( oo , oo) are the double trigonometric
moments of m. Hence the four pieces of/are the complex Fourier transforms
of the restrictions of a positive definite function on IXI to the four quadrants

of IXI.
The analogue of the class N is defined as follows.
Definition
2. The class N2 is the class of functions f of two complex variables zi, z2, defined and holomorphic for all Im Z\, Im z2^0, and satisfying the
conditions

(a) f(zi, z2) =/(zi, z2) for all Im zi, Im z2^0,
(b) f(zu z2)-/(zi, z2)-f(zu z2)+/(zi, I2) = 2 Re[/(zi, z2) -f(zu z2)]g0/or
Im zi, Im z2>0,
(c) for all<p (0 <<pair/2) there exists a constant M(<p)such that \f(zi, z2)/ziz2|

^ M(4>)for all ti, z2 in C(<p).
We show (Theorem 2) that every function / in A72admits the integral
representation
(30) generalizing (2). From (30) it follows again that / has
an asymptotic expansion whose coefficients are the double moments of a
bounded positive measure on the plane, and it also follows in full analogy
to the case of N and H2 that / can be obtained by Fourier transformation
from a positive definite function on RXR.
The classes Hn and N„ can be defined analogously as H2 and N2; all our
results generalize to these. It would also be possible to consider mixed classes,
i.e., classes of functions obtained in the above way by Fourier transformation
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from positive definite functions defined on the direct product of several copies
of / and R.
In Theorems 1 and 2 we solve the analogue of the Pick-Nevanlinna
problem for H2 and N2. As usual in this type of problem, the natural approach
now is to assume that we are given a set 5 of points and a set of analytic functions of one variable z, f(z, s) (sES), and we look for conditions that this
function be extendable to a function in H2 or N2. Similarly, for Hn and Nn we
would assume/to
be given on a set of (n — l)-dimensional
hyperplanes.
The method of proof is similar to that in [ó]; there is however an additional difficulty. We need some facts about the existence of commutative
unitary dilations of commutative
isometric operators and commutative
selfadjoint dilations of formally commuting
symmetric operators; these are
proved in Lemmas 2, 3, and 4. These results may have some independent
interest, and it seems that they can not be essentially improved since it was
recently announced in [12] that an example of two formally commuting symmetric operators has been found which do not have commutative
selfadjoint

dilations.
In Theorem 3 we generalize Loewner's theorem (Theorem C in [6]) to
two variables. In Theorem 4 we show that the functions considered here are
precisely the monotone matrix functions of two variables, in complete analogy
to the one-variable case.
Theorems 5, 6, and 7 are generalizations
of the preceding results to functions whose values are bounded operators in a Hubert space. These theorems
turn out to be in close connection with some investigations
initiated by
B. Sz.-Nagy in the theory of dilations of Hubert space operators
[7]. In
the last section we show that two theorems due to B. Sz.-Nagy [7] and S.
Brehmer [l] can be derived from our Theorem 5. Using Theorem 7 we also
give a generalization
to double moments of a theorem of B. Sz.-Nagy [7] on
a moment problem for selfadjoint operators.
2. Lemmas on dilations of operators.

Lemma 2. Let \ Uy} y£r be a unitary representation of a group T in the Hubert
space $, and let V: T—>9f be a mapping of a subspace 2) of § onto a subspace 9î.
There exists a unitary dilation \ Uy} of the representation { Uy} and a unitary
dilation V of V in some enlarged Hubert space |>3£>, such that 0yV= VÛy

for all yEF, if and only if
(5)

\\UyVx+ VUyy\\ = \\x + y\\

holdsfor all xGD, yE U;1^, yEF.
Proof. The necessity

of the condition

is trivial.

first define the mapping V for finite sums/=

(6)

To prove its sufficiency,

'¿Tiycyfy (fyE Uy1:) by

Vf = Z CyUyVUy-%.
y
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We show that V is isometric,
mined. We have

(?)
(8)
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this will also show that it is uniquely

deter-

ll/ll'-L^c/»/*),
■r.i

IIf'/II2= £ cMuyvuy-yy,u>vurlh)y.S

A'

Using (5) we obtain
'

||x||2 + ||y||2+2Re(x,y)

= ||x + y||2 = \\UyVx + VUyy\\2

= ||PYFx||2 + ||FP7y||2 + 2 Re(PTFx, VUyy)

= MI2 + IHI2+2Re(P7Fx)FP7y)(
hence Re(x, y) = Re(UyVx,

VUyy). Repeating

this with ix instead of x, we

have

(9)

(x,y) = (UyVx,VUyy)

(xE®,yE

With the aid of (9) we can show that the corresponding

U~% y E T).

terms in (7) and (8)

are equal:

(UyVUy-%,PaFPr'/s) = (UrUyVUy'fy, VU^f,)
= (U6*UyVx,VUrlUyy) = (Us-hVx, VUs-iyy)

with x= P^'AGS, y = U^fsE Uy~lUs£)=
U^fà, which by (9) is equal to

(x,y) = (Uy%, U^ft) = (fy,h)
thus proving the isometry of V.
Let F be the closure of V; it is defined

on the subspace

2 = { t/7î)}7er

which reduces all Uy (yET). We show that

(10)
for all /£?.

UyVf= VUyf
By continuity,

it suffices to consider

(y E T)
elements

of the form

f~TLyCyfy(JyGUy®).NOW,
UiVf = £ cyU¿JyVUyify= £ cyUSyVUy-ify,
y
Usf = £ cyUsfy
y
where UsfyE PjP7©= P«TS).So, by definition of F,

VUsf= £ cyUiyVUSy->Usfy
= £ cyUiyVUy-xfy,
y
which proves (10).
Let 2'=V2. By (10) 2' also reduces each Uy (yET).

Denoting the projec-
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tion of !q onto 8 by P, and the projection onto 2' by P', P and P' will commute with each Uy (yGT). From (10) we also have

for all gE2', yEY.
These remarks show that the operators

Vo

vj

\i - p

v~lP' )

acting on £>©£>, the Hilbert space of pairs {/, g} (/, gE&), commute
each yin T. Imbedding the space § into §©£> by the identification /~{/,
it is a trivial matter to verify that 0y, V are just the required dilations.

for
0},

Corollary.
Let Ui, • • ■ , Uk be commuting unitary operators in §, awo"
V: 3)—>9Î an isometric mapping of the subspace £) onto the subspace 9Î. For
the existence of commuting unitary dilations Ux , • ■ ■ , Ûk, V in an enlarged
Hilbert space ^3€>, it is necessary and sufficient that

ai)

iii/:i...prFx+FP?-..p:Mi

= iix+y||

holds for all xG$), yE Urn>- • • ■ UirnkV, and all natural

numbers «i, • • • , nk.

Proof. The corollary is obvious if we show that (11) is necessarily fulfilled
even if some (or all) of the «,• are negative. For this it is sufficient to see that

for an arbitrary

unitary U, ||PFx+FPy||

=||x+y||

for all xGS), yEU^t)

impliesllp-^x-l-FP-'yl^llx+yll for all xG$),yEWS).The latter fact,
however, is evident.
Remark. In the case of only one unitary operator U condition (11) reduces to || UnVx-\- FP"y|| =||x+y||
(xG35, yE U~nT>), for all natural numbers
n. One might ask whether it is sufficient to assume this for « = 1 only. The
answer is negative even for a finite-dimensional
§, as can be shown by simple
examples.

Lemma 3. Let U: ¿p—>9ibe an isometric mapping
a subspace 5Î. Let V: £>—>3c"
be an isometric mapping
another subspace 3î. Suppose P3)C3), «wzi UVf=
Then there exist commuting unitary dilations Û, V

of the Hilbert space ¡Q onto
of a subspace T) of ¡£>onto
VUf for all vectors f in T).
of U and V in an enlarged

Hilbert space §2$.
Proof. We may assume that U is unitary, since if it is not, we can dilate
it to a unitary operator without changing the assumptions. So, by the corollary of Lemma 2, we only have to show that

(12)

\\Û"Vx+ VU"y\\= ||x + y||

holds for all xG3), yG<7~"£>,«>0.
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3)3 £73) implies i/-n3)D35.

as y = y'+y"

[December

Hence any element y in t/~"3) can be written

with y'G3), y"J-3). We have UnVy'= VUny', and hence

\\U"Vx + Fi/"y|| = \\UnVx + F[/"(y' + y")|| = \\UnV(x + y') + VUny"\\.
This expression must be shown to be equal to ||x+y'+y"||.
Since x+y'G3),
this reduces to proving (12) with the additional assumption yJ_3). This is
done as follows.

y±3> implies Uny±-Un!£), whence VUny±.VUn%>= Í/»F3)= i/"9t. On the
other

hand we have
||i/"Fx+

UnVxE

t/n9î. Therefore

VUny\\2 = ||c7»Fx||2 + ||F[/"y||2

holds. By yJ-35 we also have ||x+y||2 = ||x||2+||y||2,
of our assertion. Lemma 3 is thereby proved.

= ||x||2 + ||y||2

which completes

the proof

Lemma 4. Let W be a dense linear manifold in the Hubert space §. Let A o,
Bo be two symmetric operators defined on 33?; A and B their closures. Let A be
selfadjoint, and let B be equal to the closure of its restriction to the manifold

(A +il)<3)l. Suppose that the domain of both products AB and BA contains 5DÎ,
and ABf=BAf holds for all f in 50Î. Then in an enlarged Hilbert space |)2§
there exist commuting selfadjoint dilations A, B of A and B.

Proof. Let t/= (A -U)(A +U)-\

V=(B-iI)(B+iI)-1

transforms of A and B. Since A is selfadjoint,
mapping of the subspace

U is unitary.

be the CayleyV is an isometric

$ = (B + iI)®B = (Bo+ um
onto a subspace 9Î. (1)b denotes the domain of B.)
We want to prove that UVf— VUfior all/in 3). It suffices to show this for

/in 9Î. For/G W, g=(B+iI)fE(A+UW.
on 50Î,we have

Since A +il and B -il

(B - U)(A + iiyig = (A + U)-i(B - il)g,
and hence

UVf = (A - U)(A + U)-\B - U)(B + il)-lf
= (A - U)(B - U)(A + iI)~l(B + ¿J)"1/.
By the commutativity

of A and ß on 90? we have further

UVf = (B - U)(A - U)(B + iI)~l(A + il)~lf.
Now, A= (.4+í7)-'/G(B+í7)2)c;

therefore,

(.4 - U)(B + ¿J)"1* = (B + i'/)-'U
and so, finally,

- ¿J)Ä,

commute
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UVf = (B - U)(B + U)-\A - U)(A + il)~lf = VUf,
proving the assertion.
Next we show that UQQI).
ever is evident:

Again it suffices to prove PïïcÇjî); this how-

P9Î = (A - U)(A + iI)~l(A + U)(B + UM = (A - U)(B + UW
= (B + U)(A - UW Ç (73+ U)®B = 3).
By Lemma 3 there exist commuting unitary dilations Û, V of U, F in a
larger space |)2§.
We show that Ü, V can be chosen so that neither of them
has 1 as a proper value. In fact, U, V themselves do not have 1 as a proper
value, since they are the Cayley transforms
of densely defined operators.
Now assume Vh = h. Then for every/=(/—
V)g (gEQ) we have

(h,f) = (h, g) - (h, Vg) = (Vh, Vg) - h, Vg) = -((/-

V)h, Vg) = 0;

hence h is orthogonal to the range of I—V, and then also to the range of
I— V, i.e., to the domain of B, and hence to £>. So the subspace P"of all hE&

with Vh —h is orthogonal to ¿p.
Vh = h implies

V*h = h, therefore

H reduces

V. For h in H we have

Ûh=ÛVh=VÛh, hence OhEH. Similarly U*hEH, so H reduces Û.
Now we can split off the subspace H from §, and we are left with two
commuting unitary dilations 0', V' of U, V such that V' does not have the
proper value 1. Repeating the above procedure with U in place of V, finally
we obtain the dilations with the desired property.
The inverse of the Cayley transform now carries Û and V into selfadjoint
dilations of A and B, and these dilations will commute in the sense of the
usual definition of commutativity
for unbounded selfadjoint operators.

3. The main theorems.
Theorem
1. Let S be a set of points in the interior of the unit disk, and for
every s in S letfs be a function defined and holomorphic for all \z\ 9¿ 1 (including
oo). For the existence of a function F such that F(zi, z2) =g(zi, z2) +h(zi) +k(z2),
for all \zi\, |z2| 9a!, where gEH2, h is holomorphic and h(zïl) = —h(zi), and
where fs(z) = F(z, s) for all sES, \z\ ?¿\, it is necessary and sufficient that the

function k defined for all s,tES;

\z\, \w\9i\,by

■/.(«)-/,(rn/«W
(13)

-Uz-1)

(w 9e Z~l),

(1 - zw)(l - St)

k(z, s; w, t) =
-zf!(z)

-s-'/tiz-1)
1 - St

be positive definite.
Every function g in II2 can be represented in the form

(w = z_1)
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(14)

g(zi, z2) =--

[December

r 2t r 2" 1 + zie*'* 1 + z2e'*

J o J o

dm((P,*),

1 — Zie>* 1 - z2e'*

where m is a bounded positive measure on the torus.

Remark. The functions of one variable, h and k do not play an essential
role here. By putting some normalizing conditions on the functions/,
we can
make h(zi) =k(z2) =0, i.e., FEH2. E.g., if OES, these conditions are/0(z_l)

= -/o(z) for all \z\ ^1 and/.(oo) = -/,(0) for all sES.
Proof. To prove the necessity of the condition, let P(zi, Z2)=g(zi, z2)
+h(zi)+k(z2), gEH2, h analytic and h(zrl)=h(zi) for all Zi^l. Let Si, • - - ,
Sn be points in the interior of the unit disk, Zi, • • • , Zn any points not on the
unit circle. We apply to g the Cauchy-Poisson
formulas for two variables:
If 0<r<l,
we have for |zi|, |z2| <r,
g(zu z2) = — [g(zi, 0) + g(zu oo) + g(0, z2) + g(oo, z2)]

-

-

1 r

[g(0, 0) + g(0, oc) + f(oo, 0) + g(co,

4
1

»)]

/. 2x ç 2t reH> _|_ Zl reH, _j_ Z2

H-I

I-P(re<+,

4tt2Jo

Jo

re^do-dt

re1* - zi re1* - Zi

w2)—g(wi, wr1) +g(wr1, wf^^O.

Since

gEH2 the sum of the terms preceding the integral on the right-hand
zero. Similarly, for |zx| >l/r,
|z2| <r, the representation

with p(wi, w2)=g(wi, w2)—g(wr\

side is

«(aii «O = — I
4t2Jo

—-P(re^,

Jo

e** — rzi

re*)d4d*

re'* — z2

holds, and there are analogous formulas for the domains |zi| <r, \z2\ >l/r
and |zi|, |z2| > 1/r.
In the case where Zi, ■ ■ • , zn are all inside the unit disk, we choose r such
that \sk\, \zk\ <r<1 for all k= 1, ■ • • , N. Then, for any complex numbers
cti, • • • , ax we have
F(zm, Jm) / . / .-—
m n

F(z»1,

ir J o

(15)

F(zñl,

Sn)
aman

{.r

- zmzn) (r
2t

and letting

Sm) + F(zn, Sn) -

/» 2ir I

smSn)
_

|

£m 7~¡-vhi-Api™»,
(re1* - zm)(re'* - sn)\

J o

r tend to 1 we obtain
X)

£

*(z«>

sm; zn, sn)amân

^

0,

re*)a>#^ 0,
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which is the required

result.

If some of the z* are situated

outside

the unit circle, we choose r such that

all sk, zk (A = 1, • • • , N) are either inside the circle of radius r or outside the
circle of radius 1/r. A similar computation
as before shows that (15) holds
even in this general case for any ah ■ ■ ■ , «#.
In the proof of the sufficiency we shall use the more symmetric notation
f(z, s) =fs(z). First we consider the case where OES.
Let § be the Hubert space of Lemma 1, spanned by the vectors
€2J (|z| 9*1, sES) and such that ■
(16)

A(2, s; w, t) = (e„, twt).

ez, is here a strongly continuous
ity of f(z, s) in z we have

function of z, since for w—>z,by the analytic-

II«« — «wí||2 = A(z, s; 2, s) — k(z, s; w, s) — k(w, s; z, s) + k(w, s; w, s) —>0.
For Z9*0, oo we define

1
(17)

e« = — (ez, — e0,).

Then an easy computation

based on (13), (16), and (17) shows that

z

for

z, W9*0,<x>,and all s, tES,
(€««, ewt) =

By continuity,

(€«,

ewt).

this holds also if z = w~l, since for z, W9*0, <x>€„,—»«„ implies

f' —>e'
«a»ez».

Hence the operator

i/o defined by

(18)

PoZ M*p»p
= Z Cp*>p>,
V

on the manifold $>?of all finite complex linear combinations
of the et, (| z| 9*1,
sES ; Z9*0, ») is well defined and isometric. By the strong continuity of ez„
2JÎ is dense in §, hence the closure U of P0 is an everywhere defined isometric
operator.

Now we define

1
(19)

£■„= — (e„ — ezo)

s

for all |z| 9*1, sES, S9*0.
For S9*0, t9*0 another

simple computation
Ie«,

ewt)

yields

(€zí, ewt).
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Hence the operator V0 defined on the manifold 3)o of finite linear combinations of the ez, (\z\ A\, sES, sAO) by
Vo¿_, cptZp,p = 2j cpeIpep
p

is isometric.
isometric.

Its closure,

V, defined on the subspace

3) = 3)o is therefore

also

By the definition of U we have t/3)oÇ3)o, hence also U&QS).
We show that i/F/= VUf holds for all/ in 3). Note that SV^S«, which
consists of all finite linear combinations
of the ezs with \z\ A\, sES; zAO,
zA<*>, sAO, is dense in 3) by the continuity of tZB.Hence it is sufficient to
show UVf= VUf for /G3)on$OÎ. By linearity, then it is even sufficient to
consider/=ezs
(z = 0, oo ; sAO) only. But, in this case, we have

1
UVezs =

1

U — (e2s — ezo) -

— (eza — e0, — e2o +

í

zs

«oo)

(20)
— V — (e„ — e0s) = VUtzs,

z

proving the assertion.
We have shown that for U, V all conditions of Lemma 3 are satisfied.
Therefore, in a properly enlarged Hubert space |)¡2^>, U and V have commuting unitary dilations Û, V.

By (17) and (19) we have
(7 - zU)(I

for all \z\ A\,
and hence

sES.

This relation

(21)

- sV)tz, = e„o

remains

62S= (7 - ztf)-K7

holds. Using the fact that (7+zC7)(7-zf7)-1
gous relation

«00

- sV)-1 «00

= 2(7-zi7)-1-7

tÛ I - sV
1
2

1
«oo)-(«Ot,

or, by (16) and (13),

with

and the analo-

\

= («zs,«oo)-(«2o,

(22)

of U, V,

for V, we obtain from (21) the equality

1 (I + zU 7 + sV
~2 «00,

4 \7

true for Û, V instead

f(z, s) = g(z, s) + h(z) + k(s),

2

1
«oo) H-(«oo,

4

«oo),
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zO 11+sV
1 /l + zU
+ sV

g(z, s) = —I---z.

(23)

4 \1 — zu

1 — sV

(24)

h(z)=j[f(z,0)+f(z-i,0)],

(25)

k(s) = -

|/(0, t) +/(oo,

\

eoo, ioo ),

/

5) - Re/(0, 0) - Re/(»,

0)].

Now, the definition of g can be extended by the same formula to any value of
the arguments not on the unit circle,

1 // + ZitJ I + ZiV

(26)

g(Zl, Z2) =

— I--Zy

4 \I - ziU I - z2V

\
ioo, «oo I

/

(In order not to crowd notations we use the same letter g for the extended
function.) It is clear that, since Û, V are unitary, the function (26) is defined

and analytic for all |zi|, |z2| j^l.
We show that gEH2. With the abbreviated

U(z) =lor U unitary

notation

I + zU
I - zU

and |z| 5^1, we have the simple relations

(27)

P(r')

= - U(z*),

(28)

U(z) - U(irl) = (1 -

| z|2)(/ - zU)*~l(I - zU)~l è 0

for |z| <1. By (27) we have
g(zr\

Z2-1) = (UQs^Mzr1)*«*,

«oo) = (#(Zl)*F(S2)*ioo, «oo) = g(zu zi)

for all |zi|, |z2| 7^1, which is property (a) in Definition
By (33), and since the product of two commuting
positive, we have for | Zi|, | z2| < 1,
g(zh z2) - g(zr\

z2) -

g(zi, zT1) + g(zr\

1.
positive

operators

is

z2l)

= ((Û(zi) - Û(zr1))(V(z2) - Ffe-1))«»»,eoo)^ 0,
which is property (b). Property (c) of Definition 1 is trivially satisfied.
We have established
that gEH2. From (24) we see at once that h is
analytic and h(zrl) —h(zî). Thus the sufficiency of the condition of Theorem 1
is proved in the special case where OES.
Our considerations also prove the Remark; the conditions there just make
sure that h(zi) =k(z2) =0, as is immediately
shown by (24) and (25).
The case where 0(£5 can be reduced to the former one. We pick an arbitrary point So in S, and consider the mapping s—>ffdefined by
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5 — 5o

1 — 55o

which carries the unit disk into itself, and 50 into 0. An easy computation
shows that the function <j>defined by <p(z, a) =/(z, s) for all |z| 9*1, oEl(S),
satisfies the condition of the theorem. Since OEl(S), the function <ppossesses
an extension $ of the desired kind. But then the function F defined for all
|zi|, |z2| 9*1 by F(zi, z2) =í>(zi, /(z2)) is an extension of F and a trivial computation, based on the identity /(¿if1) = /(z2)_1 shows that it fulfills the requirements of the theorem.
So the sufficiency of the condition is fully proved. Remains to prove the
integral representation
(14). To prove this, we note that by what we have
proved until now, every function g in H2 admits a representation
(26) with
some commutative
unitary operators 0, V in some Hubert space |>. Let the
spectral resolutions of these operators be Û = f^e^dE^,, V = f02rei*dFt. The
spectral families F$ and F+ commute, and hence by elementary spectral
theory
/,

2t r 2t i _|_ Zig<* i _j_ Z2g,v.

o J o
with m(<f>,\p) = (l/4)(F¿F^eoo,
tive measure on the torus.

-

-

dmi<p,f),

1 - zie** 1 - z2e**

too), which in fact determines

a bounded

posi-

Theorem
2. Let S be a subset of the upper half-plane such that for some
0 <<pgir/2, 0 is an accumulation point of Sr\C(<p). For each s in S let f, be an
analytic function of z for all nonreal z. For the existence of a function g in N2
such that fs(z) =g(z. s) for all sES, Im Z9*0, it is necessary and sufficient that

(a) the function k defined for all Im z, Im W9*0, s, tES by

{f.iz)~Uw)+Uw)-ft(z)
(29)

k(z,s;w,t)

=

—

(Z 9* W),

(z — w)(s — t)

f!(z)-J{(z)

(z = w)

s - t

be positive definite, and (b) for at least one sequence {o-n}, cr„—>0,o-nESr\C(<(>),
\f'„(z)/zo~n\ g M hold for all z in C(<¡>)with a constant M independent of n.
Every function g in N2 can be represented in the form
/°°
-«^

C °°
2i
I-—-dm(X,

2?

-oo 1 — A2i

1 — Il22

a),

with a bounded positive measure m on the plane.
Proof. To prove the necessity of the conditions let gEN2. Consider the
mapping z—->fdefined by Ç = a(z) = (z —î)/(z+î)
which carries the upper half-
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plane onto the unit disk, and its inverse, z = i(f) = —t'(f+ l)/(f — 1). On the
basis of the relation ¿>(?_1)= 5(f) it is easily seen that the function G defined by

G(ft, fO = - g(b(Çi),b(t2))
satisfies conditions (a) and (b) in Definition
tions of one variable, belongs to H2.
We have the relation

1, hence up to addition

of func-

1

— (z + i)(w + i)(s + i)(t + i)k(z, s; w, I) = h(Ç, o; i¡, t)

4

with f = a(z); n = a(w), <r= a(s), r = a(t), and
h(Ç,o;TJ,T)

G(t, c) - G(r\ <r)+ G(n, r) - G(f~\ r)
(1 - N)(l - af)

which is positive definite by Theorem 1. Hence for any points Si, • • • , Sn
in the upper-half plane, zi, ■ • • , zjv not on the real line, and any complex
numbers o¡i, • • • , as we have
Z
m

22 k(zm, sm; zn, sn)amctn

=22

n

22 Ki'm,
m

o-m;Çn, o„)ßmßn

S: 0

n

with
2aij
fy = a(zy),

o-y= fl(iy),

ßj
(Zy +

i)(Sj+i)

which proves the necessity of the positive definiteness of (29). The necessity
of condition (b) is evident.
To prove the sufficiency of the conditions, let § be the Hubert space constructed by Lemma 1 in which

(31)

k(z, s; w, t) = («„, twt).

In the following we use the notation/(z,
w„—>0be a sequence of points contained
we have f(wn, t)—»0,and

■I

n,

r/

,

¡|««,„i||2 = k(wn, I; wn, t) =-S

s)=fs(z).
Let tES, and let \wn},
in some C(<¡>)(</>>0). Then, by (b),

Re[f(wn,l)-f(wn,t)j

2Imm-Imí

-■-

M

•

sin0-|lm/|

Now, for every Im z^O, sES,

f(z, s) - f(wn, s) + f(wn, t) - 7(2, /)
(«**,«»„<)—
(z - wn)(s - t)

f(z, s) - /(z, t)
z(s - t)

and since the eza(Im zAO, sES) span £>, it follows that the sequence
verges weakly. Its limit will be denoted by €o<-We have

eWnicon-
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z(s - t)

Now let w (Im w = 0) be fixed, and {a„} be the sequence
condition (b). Again by (b) we have/(w>, o-„)—»0,and
H

m,

L/

,

mentioned

Re[f(w, o-n) - f(w, an)] ^

||íw„|r = k(w, o-„;w, <r„) =-

2Imw-Imo-„

s-1|Imw|

M

sin<£

in

•

Thus for every z (Im Z9é0), sES,

f(z, S) - f(w, S) + J(W,(Tn)- J(Z, (Tn) f(z, S) - f(w, s)
(e.,,

tw„n)

(z — w)(s — a»)

(z — w)s

(This is correct even if z = w>,interpreting
it as a differential quotient.) This
shows that ew„ converges weakly to a limit, which we shall denote by e»o,

and we have

»«

,

(33)

(tz„ e„0) = -;-:-

,

}(z,s)-f(w,s)

(and (€z„ ei0) = (l/s)f'(z,

s)).

(z — w)s

Finally let {<r„} be the sequence
tained in C((p). By (b) we have/(zm,

(b) and \zm) zm—>0some sequence
<rn)—>0for m, ra—>cc, and

„„

Re[/(zm,

û

(34J

m,

,.

,

€«m»J = k\Zm, an;Zm, (Tn) = ~

an) -f(zn,an)]^

con-

M

2 Im zm• Im crn

sin2 d>

Therefore, for all Im zf^O, sES,
_ f(z, S) - f(zm, s) +f(zm, an) - 1(Z, (Tn)
Ve«) tzm"J

—

and so eZm„nconverges

(35)

,

weakly

- , ,

. .

(Z — Zm)(S

— (Tn)

to a vector

e0o such that

f(z, s)
*
ZS

for (z, s^O),

,(e„, too)^ = J(Z>S)
•
zs

We now show that for any fixed s in S, ez, (I m z ^ 0) is a weakly con tin uous
function of z. In fact, for w—>z,|| ezs—e„,s||2= k(z, s ; z, s) —k(z, s ; w, s)—k(w,s; z, s)

+k(w, s; w, s)—>0by the analyticity
We also show that

of/, and so even strong continuity

e0,„—>íooand

eZn0—>e0o
(z„—>0, znEC((p),

weak sense. In fact, by (34) we have

kJIMMI2^
and by (32) and (33)

M
sin2 (p

holds.

<p>0) in the
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(««j, «O»,) —* Oz«, too),
(tz„

for all Imz^O, sES.
Now, for all Imz^O,
(36)

íí,„o) —» («m, «Ou),

sES, we define
e„ = — (t„ — io,).
z

For Im w^O, Z9iw, tES we have by (29),

1
1
= — (e*. - eo„ «t.) = — [k(z, s;w,t) — k(0, s; w, l)\

0«, O

z

z

1 /f(z,s)
z — ws

f(z,t)

— t\z

f(w,s)

f(w,t)

W

w

Z

)■

Interchanging z, s with w, t in this formula changes its value to its complex
conjugate. This proves without further computation the relation
0z»i

«roí) =

(iza, twt).

This is true by continuity also for z —w; we have to note only that like tz„ e't,is
also a continuous function of z.
Let SO? be the manifold of all finite complex linear combinations

<p= X]p cj>ezp»p
(Ln Zp^O, spES). Define
<t>'= ¿2 cPt2pSp.
V

Then, taking any other element \J/of 3Jf,

f = H <*«£v«' V =11 dt(yq>i>
we have

(*'i 4d = H H cpdq(t'ZaSa,
tWgtq)
= HH
V

1

Cpdq(tzp.p,
t'wqtq)
= (<t>,
V).

PI

Tl being dense in £>this shows that 0 = 0 implies (</>'',
y^)=0 for all ^EüDí, and
hence <£'= 0. So the operator A0 defined by

(37)

Ao(b= 4>'

is uniquely determined

and symmetric.

Let A be its closure.

We note that

1
lim

».-»o

Atz„n =

1

lim — («„„ — €o„„) = — (e*o — «oo)

»-»o z

z
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holds in the weak sense. Hence

1
(38)

Ae¡o = — («20 — eoo).
z

Next we show that A is selfadjoint.

We have to show only that the range

of A+H and A —il is dense in $. Now, for Z9*0, i, —i;*sES it follows immediately from (36) and (37) that
ez, = (A + il)

.

= (A - tl) —--:-

1 + IZ

Since the ez>(Im Z9*0, sES,

1 — ÎZ

Z9*i, —i) span §, the assertion

is proved.

Now define

1

n

(39)

ezt = — (ez, — el0)

s

for Im Z9*0, sES.

A computation

based on (29) shows analogously

as before

that
(fza,

Similarly

ewt)

=

(ezs,

ewt).

as in the case of (37) we can show that the operator

50 defined

on S» by
(40)

5o Z cpelp,p= Z cpez"p,v
p
p

is well defined and symmetric. Let 5 denote its closure.
We note that for any s ES and zn—*0(znEC(<b), <b>0),

1
lim

Bezn, =

zn->0

lim

1

— (e*„. — eZn0) = — (e0, — eoo).

zn->0

5

5

Hence, 5 being a closed operator,

1
(41)

5«o, = — («o. - eoo).
s

Now we show that 5 is equal to the closure of its restriction to (A +î7)3)î.
We have seen that (A+iI)W
contains all e¡, with Z9*i (Imzj^O, sES).
But e,, = limz^,- (23 and

1

1

lim Fe2S = lim — («„ — ez0) = — (ef, — e,-0) = Be,,.
z-*i

2->i

5

5

Hence the closure of the restriction of 5 to (4+î'7)9K
of its restriction to 31c,and so must be equal to 5.

contains

the closure
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For every e2J (Imz^O,

sg5)

we have

1
ABtz,

1

—A — (e„ — e2o) = — («« — «o. — «zo + «oo)
S

ZS

1
= B — («„ - e0.) = BAtzt-

z

which by linearity implies ABd>= BA(p for all 4>in 5DÎ.
By these considerations
we have verified that the conditions of Lemma 4
are satisfied for A and P. Therefore, A, B have commuting selfadjoint dilations in an enlarged Hubert space |)!2Í>, which we denote by A, B.
Now we note that by the definition of A, B we have
eoo = (/ - zA)(I

- sB)tz,

for all Im z^O, sG-S1. This relation remains
and then, since the resolvent of a selfadjoint
real number, we obtain
ezs = (I -

Substituting

ZÂ)-1(I

true with A, B instead of A, B,
operator is defined for any non-

sê)-le00.

this into (40) the result is
f(z, s) = zs(eza, eoo) = zs((I

— zi)_1(7

-

sÊy^oo,

eoo).

It is clear now, that the definition of /can be extended to that of a function g defined and analytic for any nonreal value of its arguments by the rela-

tion
(42)

g(zu zt) = Z\.z2((I - ZiÂ)~l(I

- z2J3)-1e0o, «oo).

We show that gEN2. For this purpose we introduce

the notation

V^ - (I - ZiÄ)~l(I - z2Ê)->too.
Then we have
g(zu Zi) = ZiZi(r\z,H, (I = ziZ2||i?z,zJ|2

-

ZiA)(I

-

z2E)nz¡Z2)

Zi\ Zi|2(t72iz2, AvZ[Z2)

— zi\ z2|207z,z2, Pi7z,z2) +

I ZiZi\2(riz¡Z2, ABtiz¡,,),

and hence,

Refg(zi,Zi)- g(zhz2)]= - IkJI2 Im Zi-Imz2,
which yields (b) in Definition 2. The relation g(zi, z2)=g(zu
Finally for zu z2 in C(<p) (0 <cp ^tt/2) we also have

z2) is obvious.
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i

= | ((7 - ZiA)-\I

- z^eoo,

«oo)

ZlZ2

g||(7-Zi^)-'||-|!(7-z27iHNU|2g11
because of the elementary

(43)

sin2 d>

inequality

||(/-*¿HI

sin arg z \

valid for any selfadjoint A and nonreal z.
This finishes the proof of the sufficiency of our conditions. Remains to
prove the integral representation
(30).
By what we have already proved, any function g in H2 can be represented
in the form (42) with commuting selfadjoint operators A, B in some Hubert
space §. Let the spectral resolutions of A, B be
/oo

XdEx,

y» oo

B = I pdF„.

Es and F^ commute for all X, p, hence by spectral theory we have

I-—-dm(\,
/W -ooJ C-x°° 1 —21A2l

p),
1 —Z2pZ2

with m(\, p) = (E\Fße0o, «oo), which is a positive bounded measure on the
plane.
Conversely, it is also immediate that a function admitting such a representation belongs to N2.
In the proof of Theorem 3 we shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 5. Let A be a symmetric operator in the Hilbert space l£>,and let
{€>>}ytT be a family of subspaces of ¡Q spanning §, with each §7 invariant under
A. If the restriction Ay of A to ÍQy is densely defined and bounded for all y in T,
then the closure A of A is selfadjoint. If A is bounded by the same number M for

all y in T, then we also have \\a\\ ^ M.
Proof. Since A is densely defined and bounded, its closure is selfadjoint
in ¡Qy. Hence, as is well known, the range 9?^" of Ay+H (and of Ay—il) is

dense in ¡Qyfor all y ET. Now, the range 9Î+ of A -\-U and 3î~ of A —il are
linear manifolds in ¿p, containing all 9î7. Any vector orthogonal to 9Î+ or 9Îmust be orthogonal to each 9îr, hence orthogonal to each £)T, and hence equal
to zero. So 9Î+ and 9Î- are dense in §, which implies that the closure of A is

selfadjoint.
Now assume ||^4T||^M for all yET, and let A =f1„\dE-K be the spectral
resolution

of A. Let A= [Xi, X2] be any interval,

disjoint

from [ —M, M].
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With F (A) =E\, —E\¡ we have E(A)fy = 0 for all/in
Since such/T

any one of the spaces ¡Qy.

span $, P(A) = 0 follows, and hence we have

||4|| g M as stated.

Theorem 3. Let f be a real-valued function of two real variables Xi, x2 in the
interval (—1, 1). 7» order that f can be extended to a function gEN2, defined for
all Im zi, Im z29*0 a«zj continuous at the points Xi, x2in ( — 1, 1), it is necessary
and sufficient that (a) f(xh 0) =/(0, x2) =0, (ß) the first partial derivatives and
the mixed second partial derivative off exist and be continuous, (y) the function k

defined for all xi, x2, yx, y2 in ( —1, 1) by

....

(44)

,,

,

fixi, x2) - fixi, y2) - fiyi, x2) + fiyi, y2)

A(xi, x2; yi, y2) =-—

(xi -

yi)(x2

-

y2)

be positive definite. For xi = yi or x2 = y2 or both, A here is interpreted as a differential quotient. The function g can be represented in the form
/'

rl
2i
I-—-dm(\,
-1«/_1

1 — AZl

22

p)

1 — pz2

with a positive bounded measure m on the square [—1, l]x[

—1, l].

Proof. To prove the necessity of the conditions assume that / possesses
a continuous extension g in N2. Then / is necessarily analytic, and hence
infinitely differentiable. By Theorem 2 we have

(46)

V-

V-

m

n

S(Zm, Sm) -

g(zn, Sm) +

Z Z-————3TT-«-»»
\Zm

g(zn, 5„) -

Zn) (5m

g(zn,

Sn)

=°

Sn)

for any Zi, • • • , Zn", íi, • • • , Sx in the upper half-plane, and any numbers
«i, ■ • • , aN. Letting these points converge to the real points Xi, • • • , Xjv;
U\, • • • , w.v in ( —1, 1) we obtain

Z Z k(xm, um; x„, un)amä„ ^ 0,
m

n

which proves the necessity of (y). The necessity of (a) is trivial.
To prove the sufficiency of the conditions, we construct by Lemma 1 the
Hubert space ¿p, spanned by the vectors eZlX¡(xu x2G( — 1, 1)) and such that
A(xi,

x2; yu y2) =

(eXlXV e„lV1).

We define
1
(47)

eIJl2

=

—

(ex¡xt — e0Xi)

Xi

for xit^O. Then, for Xi.yi^O, Xiî^yi, x29*y2, a simple computation

(44) gives
(4o)

(^¡xï,

tyiyi)

=

(£»ii2,

eyiy2).

based on
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To show that this holds also if Xi=yi or x2 = y2 we point out that eXlXiis a
strongly continuous function of the two variables Xi, x2. In fact, by (44), we

have

~ /.«fe

J(xu Xi) - f(xh y2) - f(yh x2) + f(yh y2)

x2)- 2

(*i

-

yi)(*2

-

y2)

+ f"i*i(yuyd,
which tends to zero by (ß) if yi—»Xiand y2—>x2.
Let ÜJíi be the manifold

of all finite linear combinations

of the ex¡x¡ (xi ^0).

9J?i is dense in §.

Let
<t>= H CpeXi(p)Xi(p), l(>= H dqty^y^l
p
i
be two elements of Wi. Writing
<t>'= H cpeXi(p)X2(p),
p

\p' — H dqev,(i)Vl(q)
q

we obtain
(<¿>,
iW = H H Cpd^iPixjP), eyiwy2w)
V

Q

= H H Cpdp(exl(p)X2(p),
e^«,)ï2(»))= (4>,yp').
v

t

If 4>= 0, hence we have (<£,ip) =0 for all ip in SDîi, and $Dcibeing dense in Jp,

(p'= 0.
From the above it follows that the operator

^40 defined by

A0(b = ¡p'

is uniquely defined and symmetric. We denote its closure by Ai.
For fixed x2E( —1, 1) let §X2 denote the subspace of £> which is spanned
by all £ill2 with Xi in (—1, 1). By the definition of Ao, every ^)l2 is invariant
under Ao. By the continuity of e*,*, we see that ffîfM£)X2is dense in !qX2.Now,
Jpx2is exactly the Hubert space corresponding to the function of one variable
P(x) =/i2(x, x2) in the sense of Theorem C [6]. In fact, the inner product of
two vectors

ex¡X2,ey¡X2in ¡£>X2
is

F(xi) - F(yi)
(tXlxv «ï,x2)

=

*(xi,

x2;yi,

x2) =-•

xi - yi

AX2, the restriction of A 0 to |)l2, is the operator constructed in the proof of
Theorem C [8]. Hence, by this theorem, ||^4l2|| ^ 1 for all x2 in ( —1, 1). Since
the subspaces £>l2 (xïE( — 1, 1)) span ¡£>,we can apply Lemma 5, and obtain

that Ai is selfadjoint and ||.4i|| áil.
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Having

a complete

can define an operator

symmetry

with respect

to the variables

Xi and x2, we

A2 first by setting

1
(49)

A2tXlXi =

— (eXlIJ — ix,o)
X2

for x2AQ, then extending its definition to the manifold 30î2of all finite linear
combinations of such eXlXlby linearity, and taking closure. In the same way as

above, it follows that ^42is selfadjoint and \\A2\\ ¡Jl.
For x\,x2A0 we have by (47) and (49)
^4i^42«xiia = A2Aiex¡x¡.

Hence Ai and A2 commute on the manifold of finite linear combinations of the
íi,i:2 (xi,x2A0), i.e., on 2)cin5D?2.This manifold is dense in §; therefore, .¡4i
and A2 commute everywhere in &.

By (47) and (49) we have
(7 — x2A2)(I

— xiAi)eXiXl

= (7 -

x2^2)€0l,

= «oo-

Since H-41||, \\A2\\ £1, the operators (7—x^4i)-1, (7—x2^42)_1exist for all xh x2

in ( —1, 1). Therefore
í»i»j = (7 - XiAi)~l(I - Xj^J-'eoo,

and, for Xi, x2^0,
/(xi,
-=

x2)

k(xi, x2;0, 0) = (tXlX„ «oo) = ((7 — xi^i)_1(7

— x2A2)~xeoo, «oo).

XiX2

Hence for any X\, x2 in (—1, 1),
(50)

f(xi, x2) = xix2((l

This representation

essentially

— XiAi)~l(I

— x2^2)-1«oo, «oo).

finishes the proof. Clearly

g(zu z2) = ZiZ2((I -

Zi^i)_1(7

-

the function

z2A2)~1eoo, «oo)

defined for all nonreal zi, z2 is an analytic continuation
of Theorem 2 we have seen that it belongs to A^.

of/, and in the proof

Using the spectral resolutions Ai = f1_l\dEx, A2 = fl1pdF„, we obtain the
integral

representation

(45) with

m(\,

p) = (ExF^eoo, «oo), which

is in fact a

bounded positive measure on the square [ —1, l]x[ —1, l].
4. Monotone matrix functions of two variables. In this section we show
that the class of functions of two real variables considered in Theorem 3 is
identical with the class of monotone functions of two matrix variables, in
analogy to the one-variable case. In order to avoid lengthy computations
which are of no interest for the main course of our investigation, we are going
to assume throughout some differentiability
conditions about the functions
we are going to consider.
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Let/ be a real-valued function of two real variables x, u in ( —1, 1). Let
A be a selfadjoint operator in a Hubert space $&with spectrum contained in

( —1, 1); let A ^fltfdEi

be its spectral resolution. Similarly, let B = fl^udFu

be a selfadjoint operator in another Hubert space $. Then Ex® Fu determines
a two-parameter spectral family in the tensor product space ¡Q®Ë. By/04, B)
we understand the operator
..,.

f(A,B) = J

j

f(x, u)dEx<g>
dFu

acting on the space §<8>Ä. If, in particular, & and $ are of finite dimension
m and n respectively, and A, B are given by diagonal matrices with the proper
values Xi, • • • , xm and Ui, • • • , un, then/04,
B) is determined by the matrix
diag{/(xi, ui),f(x2, ui), • • • , f(xm, Un)} in the Kronecker product space.
We shall say that / is a monotone matrix function, if for any ^ and Ä,
and for any selfadjoint operators A, A' in ^j, B, B' in Ä whose spectrum is

contained in (—1, 1) and for which A'^A,

B'^B

holds, we have

f(A', B') -f(A', B) -f(A, B') +f(A, B) ^ 0.
Theorem 4. Let f be a real-valued function of the two real variables x, u in
( — 1, 1). Assume that (a) f(x, 0) =/(0, u) =0for allx, u, and (ß) the first partial
derivatives and the mixed second partial derivative of f exist and are continuous.
Then, f is a monotone matrix function of two variables if and only if it is analytic,
and can be continued analytically for all nonreal values of the two variables to a
function belonging to N2.
Remark. Since the addition of functions of one variable to f does not
change its monotone character,
the condition (a) is merely an unessential
normalizing condition. It will also be clear from the proof, that we could study
monotone matrix functions defined on any rectangle of the plane without any
essential change.
Proof. Assume / is a monotone matrix function. We take an arbitrary
finite sequence of numbers such that Xi<x/ <x2<x2 < • • • <xm<x'm. By a
theorem of Loewner [5, Theorem 5], cf. also [4], there exist real symmetric
m-by-w matrices /l=diag(xi,
• • • , xm) and A'= S* diag(x{, • ■ ■ , x'm)S, S
real orthogonal, satisfying the relation A'>A. S=(aik)'!'tt-i can be chosen so

that
(51)

7/7*
(T,k= -j——

with some positive numbers 7,, yi 0=1, • • • , m).
Taking another arbitrary
sequence of the form Ui<u{

(i, k = 1, • • • , m)

< ■ ■ ■ <u,t<un'
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we similarly have B'>B

with real symmetric

• , «»),

matrices 5=diag(tti,

B' = T* d\ag(u{, ■ ■ ■, u,l)T. T=(t1,)11.ï is such that

(52)

(j, I = 1,

Tjl =

Uj

— M(

n)

and the h¡, 8¡ (j= 1, • • • , «) are all positive.
Now, by the monotonicity

of/, the matrix

D = f(A', B') - f(A', B) - f(A, B') +f(A, B)
= (S ® J)*diag(/(x/, ui), ■• • ,f(xJ, u¿))(S ® T)
■

- (S ® /)*diag(/(x,,

m,), • • • , /(xm', «0)(S ® /)

- (7 ® T)*diag(f(xu «/), • • • ,/(xm, «„'))(/ ® F)
+ diag(/(x!,

is non-negative

definite.

wi), • • • ,/(xm, «„))

Hence its determinant

is non-negative,

and, also

making use of (51), (52), we have

detP = det(S ® T)D
= det[diag(/(x1',«1'),
-(7®

• • -)(S<8) T)

F)diag(/(x,',Ml),

• • -)(5®7)

- (5 0 7) diag(/(xi, «0, •••)(/

® 7)

+ (5 ® 7) diag(/(xi, «i), • • • )]
= det[(/(x/,

= det

u'j)c¡kTji — Tjif(xí,

ffitf(xk, u'j)tji-\-

<TikTjif(xk,ui)]¡,j;k,t

¡fix! ,Uj) - fix' , Ui) - f(xk, Uj ) + f(xk, Ui)
y,'yk8jSi
(XÍ -

Dividing

ui)crik-

the last inequality

det

Xk)(u¡

— Ui)

\i.j\k,l

è 0.

by the positive numbers y/, yk, 8¡, 5t, we obtain

!/(*/, «/) - fixi, u¡) - f(xk, U'j) + f(xk, Ux)I
(x[

— xk)(u'j

— Ui)

è 0.
i.i:k,l

Now let us make x/ tend to x, for each ¿=1, • • • , m and each u¡ tend to
«y(j=l,
•••,«).
By the differentiability
conditions on /, our expression

will have a limit, and

(53)

det

f(Xi, Uj) - f(x¡, M¡) - f(xk, Uj) + f(xk, Ui)
(Xi — Xk)(Uj — Ui)

> 0
i.j.k.l

will hold. (The elements of (53) for x¿ = xk or u¡ = ui are differential quotients.)
Next we note that

chosen arbitrarily,

since the system

Xi, • ■ ■ , xm; ux, • • • , un could be

(53) holds for any subsystem

of the fixed system under
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consideration. From this it follows by the usual algebraic reasoning
nalization and Sylvester's inertia theorem) that the matrix

(diago-

/f(Xj, u,) - f(x¡, m) - f(xk, «,■)+f(xk, Ui)\
\

(Xi -

Xk)(Uj -

Ui)

Ji.i-.k.l

is non-negative definite.
Since the system Xi, ■ ■ • , xm; Ui, ■ • ■ , un can be chosen arbitrarily,
this
means that for/ the conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied, and so the necessity
of the condition follows from Theorem 3.
To prove the converse, we use Theorem 3 again, and obtain the representation
/l

r1

x

u

--•--dm(\,
_i J -i 1 — Xx 1 — uu

u)

for/, with a bounded positive measure m.
We note that the function/x(x) =x/(l —Xx) is a monotone matrix function
of one variable in ( —1, 1) for any fixed value of the parameter X such that
|X| è 1. Hence, the product of two functions of this type

(55)
is monotone

fUx, u) = h(x)h(u)
in two variables.

In fact, A'^A,

h,(A', B') -/x„04', B) -h,(A,

B'^B

implies

B') + M(A, B)

= (fi(A') -MA)) ® (fß(B')-MB)) ^ 0.
Now we make the obvious remarks that positive linear combinations
of
monotone matrix functions are also monotone, and that the uniform limit of
a sequence of monotone matrix functions again has the same property.
A
function representable
in the form (54), however, is on every compact subset the uniform limit of positive linear combinations
of functions of the type
(55), whence the statement of the theorem follows.
5. Operator-valued
functions. In this section we show that Theorems
1, 2, 3 can be generalized to functions whose values are bounded operators
in a Hubert space §. The emphasis now will be laid on the generalizations of
the integral representation
of the classes H2, N2, which seems to be the most
interesting feature here. We also restrict ourselves to a slightly less general
situation than in the case of numerical functions.
We'use the concepts of strong and weak positive definiteness, which were
defined in [6] as follows. The operator-valued
function K defined on a set
XXX is called strongly positive definite if for any finite system of points
xi, • • • , Xn in X and any vectors hi, • ■ ■ , Ä.v in £> the inequality

E H (K(X»>,
Xn)K K) ^ 0
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holds. K(x, y) is called weakly positive definite if this condition
for systems

of vectors

complex numbers

hn = anh (n=\,

• • • , N) with

is required only

fixed h and

arbitrary

«i, • • • , ajv; in other words if

Z Z K(xm, x„)amän = 0
m

n

in the operator sense. Strong positive definiteness
implies weak positive
definiteness; the converse is in general not true.
We use the following notation which was introduced in [7 ] : Let § be a subspace of the Hubert space ^. We say that the operator T in Q is a projection
of the operator T in ¡ç>,denoted T= pr f, if for every h in §, FA is the orthogonal projection of Th onto §.

Lemma 6. Let X be any set, F a function on X whose values are bounded
operators in a Hilbert space §. Assume that for every vector hE^> and every x
in X a representation

(56)

(F(x)h, h) = I J

u(x, s, t)dm(s, I; h)

J J SXT

holds, where S, T are real intervals, u is a continuous function of s and t in
SXT, and m is a bounded positive measure on SXT, which is uniquely determined by h. Assume further that

(57)

(h,h)= Jf JfSXTdm(s,
t; h)

for all h in §. Then there exist commutative selfadjoint operators A, B in a larger
Hilbert space ^2£> such that their spectrum lies in S, T respectively, and

F(x) = pr u(x, A, B)

for all x in X.
Proof. Let h, h' be two elements

(58)

of ÍQ. From (56) by polarization

(F(x)h,!ï) = f f

we have

u(x,s,l)dm(s,t;h,h'),

J J SXT
SvT

with

1

m(s, t; h, h') = — [m(s, l; h + h') — m(s, t; h — h')

4

+ im(s, t;h-\- ih') — im(s, t;h — ih')].
m(s, t; h, h') is a function of bounded variation of the two variables s, t.
Normalizing it, say, by continuity from the left and by setting it equal to 0
in a corner of the rectangle SXT, it is uniquely determined by h, h'.
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It follows that for any fixed s, t in SX T, m(s, t; h, h') is a bilinear form in

h, h'E$, and by (57)
m(s, t; h, h) = m(s, t;h)^¡

I j

dm(s, t; h) = (h, h).

J JSxT

Therefore,

we have a representation

m(s, i; h, h') = (D(s, l)h, h')
for all h, h' in § with a selfadjoint operator D(s, t) bounded by 1.
Since the measure determined by m(s, t; h) = (D(s, t)h, h) is positive for all
fixed h in ^), D(s, t) is a generalized spectral family in the sense of Naimark,
and hence, by Naimark's theorem there exists an ordinary spectral family
E(s, t) in an enlarged Hubert space such that

D(s, t) = pr P(j, /)

for all s, t.
Now denoting the right endpoint of 5 and P by s0 resp. /0, Es = E(s, to),
Ft = E(s0, t) are one-parameter
spectral families, and P„ P{ commute for all
s, t. Furthermore,
we have E(s, t) —EeFt for all s, t. Defining the operators

A,B by

A = f sdE„
J S

B = I IdFt,
J T

we have, by (58),

(F(x)h,h!)= f f

u(x,s, t)d(E.F,h,h') = (u(s,A, B)h,h'),

J J SXT

from which the equality
F(x) = pr u(x, A, B)
follows, finishing the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 5. Let S be a set of points in the unit disk, containing 0 and having
an accumulation point inside the unit disk. For every fixed s in S let F(z, s) be
a function whose values are bounded operators in a Hubert space £) and which is
defined and analytic in z for all \z\ 9*1. F(z, s) admits a representation

(59)

1 + zU 1 + sV
F(z, s) = pr-1 — zU 1 — sV

with commuting unitary operators U, V in an enlarged Hubert space §2^>, if
and only if (a) F(0, 0) =1, (ß)F(Z-\ 0) - - F(z, 0)* for all \z\ 9^1, (y) P(oo , s)
= —P(0, s) for all sES, and (§) the function K defined for all \z\ ,\w\ 9*\,

s, tESby
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(60)

K(z, s;w,t)

F(z, s) - F(w-\ s) + F(w, I)* - F(z-\ t)*

=-—-,

(1 — zw)(l — st)

is weakly positive definite.

Proof. To prove the necessity of the conditions we assume that
is of the form (59). Making use of the simple relation

-:-

1

fU + zi

1 — zwLU — zi

and the analogous

relation

U* + wIl

+ —>—-

U* — wIA

F(z, s)

- 2(U* - wi)-KU - il)-»

for V, we obtain

Z Z (P(Zm, •*"»;Zn, Sn)hm, kn) = 4

Z (P - %J)-\V - Sj)-1K

2> 0

for any |zm| 9*1, smES, hmEÍQ (w = l, • • • , N), which shows the positive
definiteness of P even in the strong sense. The necessity of the other conditions is obvious.
To prove the sufficiency of our conditions we note that for every fixed A
in $ the function (F(z, s)h, A) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 and of the
Remark after Theorem 1. Hence we have a representation
r2r

(F(z,s)h,h)=
with a bounded

r2T

1 + ze'* 1 + se'*

\--dm(<p,t;h)
Jo Jo
1 - ze'* 1 — se'*

positive measure m(<p, \p; h). We also have

(A,A)= (F(0,0)A,A)= f

J o

f Tdm(<b,
*; A)

Jo

for all AG^>.
Since 5 has an accumulation
point inside the unit disk, the holomorphic
extension of (F(z, s)h, h) is uniquely determined for any fixed A. This function
then admits a Taylor expansion

(F(z, s)h, A) = Z cpqz"s'1
P,Q

with
i 2r

/. 2t

= Jfo ' Jof \^+*Hm(<p,
r, h)

(p,q = 1,2,• • •).

Now, the function determines its Taylor coefficients cpq uniquely, the cpq, in
turn being the double trigonometric moments of a bounded measure, determine the measure m(4>, $>; h) uniquely.
So Lemma 6 can be applied. If A, B are commuting selfadjoint operators,
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and hence by Lemma 6 we

obtain
w
I + zU I + sV
P(z, s) = pr----

I — zU I — sV

which was to be proved.

Corollary.
The operator-valued function F(zi, z2), defined and analytic for
all \zi\, |z2| ?*1, can be represented in the form
I+ZiU
I + z2V
F(zi, z2) = pr--/ — ziP / — z2V
with commuting unitary

operators

U, V in some enlarged Hilbert space ^>2§,

if and only if (a) F(0, 0) = P P(zj, 0) +P(zi, °o) = F(0, z2)+P( oo, z2)=0for all
| zi|, | z219*1, 03) F(zr\ if1) = P(zi, z2)*forall\zi\,
\zi\^l,
(y) the operator
M(zi, Zi) = F(zi, Zi) - F(zr\

z2) - F(zi, zf1) + F(zr\

*tl)

is positive for all | Zi|, | z2| < 1.
Proof. The conditions imply that the function /a(zi, z2) = (P(zi, z2)h, h) belongs to the class H2 for all fixed h in §. By Theorem 1 the function kn(z, s; w,t)
constructed from/A according to (13) is positive definite for all \z\, \w\ /¿land
all s,t in the unit disk. However, we have kn(z, s; w, t) = (K(z, s; w, t)h, h),
hence K is weakly positive definite. The conclusion now follows from Theorem 5.
The converse can be verified immediately.
For the sake of completeness we mention here the following theorem.

Theorem 5'. If K is strongly positive definite, then Theorem 5 holds even if
S does not have an accumulation point in the unit disk.
We have seen that the condition of strong positive definiteness is necessary. The sufficiency of this condition can be proved by an analogous construction as in the proof of Theorem A** in [6]. The steps of the proof then
follow the proof of our Theorem 1. On the basis of these remarks the proof is
obvious and is omitted.

Theorem 6. Let S be a subset of the upper half-plane, such that for some
0<c6^ir/2,
Sr\C((p) has 0 as an accumulation point. Assume further that S
has an accumulation point interior to the upper half-plane. For all s ES let
F(z, s) be a function whose values are bounded operators in a Hilbert space §,
and which is defined and analytic for all Im z/0. F(z, s) admits a representation
(61)

F(z, s) = pr z(I - zA)~ls(I - sB)~l

with commuting self adjoint operators A, B in a latter

and only if (a) the function K defined by

Hilbert space §2§

if
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[F(z, s) - F(w, s) + F(w, t)* - F(z, t)*

(62)

K(z, s;w,t)

(z - w)(s - Î)
F'(z, s) - F'(z, t)*

(z A w),
(z = w)

s - t

is weakly positive definite, and (ß) there is at least one sequence {<r„}, <r„—>0,
ffnGSr\C(^)
(0<^>^V2),
suchthat F(zn, cr„)/z„an—*I in the sense of weak con-

vergence for every sequence {z„}, z„—>0,z„EC(<t>).

Proof. Assume that F(z, s) is of the form (61). By the relation

1

[z(I - zA)~l - w(I - wA)~l] = (7 - wA)~l(I - zA)~l

z —w
valid for all nonreal z, w, and from the analogous relation for B, we obtain

Z Z (K(zm,sm;z„, s„)hm,hn) =

Z(I-

*mA)-i(I - zmB)-'K

èO,

which shows that K is positive definite even in the strong sense. This proves
the necessity of (a), (ß) follows immediately from the identity

(7 - zA)~l(I - sB)~l - I = zsA(I - zA)~lB(I - sB)'1

+ zA(I - zA)-1 + sB(I - sB)-K
To prove the sufficiency of the conditions
(F(z, s)h, h) satisfies the conditions of Theorem
/"

/"°

-„•'-.

for all hE$È>, with a bounded

Z
-dm(\,p;h)

1 -A2

we note that the function
2 for all h in Iq. So we have
5

1 - pS

positive measure m(\, p; h). We also have

dm(\, p; h)
/OO

-00 J y»—OO
OO

by the dominated convergence theorem of Lebesgue.
Since 5 is assumed to have an accumulation point inside the upper halfplane, the analytic extension of the function (F(z, s)h, h) is uniquely determined by h. This analytic function, in turn, determines uniquely the measure
m(\, p; h) by the inversion formula of Stieltjes which is easily seen to hold
also for functions of two variables.
Lemma 6 now yields the representation
(61).
Remarks. 1. Similarly as in the corollary of Theorem 5, we see that the
class of operator-valued
functions defined for all Im z, Im sAO and representaba in the form (61) is the exact analogue of the class N2, and can also
be defined in a similar way.
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2. In analogy to Theorem 5' we can prove that Theorem 6 holds even
without assuming that 5 has an accumulation point inside the upper halfplane, if K is strongly positive definite. The proof of this statement can be

carried out analogously to that of Theorem B** in [6], by following the steps
of our proof of Theorem 2.
Theorem 7. Let P(xi, x2) be a function defined for all xi, xs in ( —1, 1)
whose values are bounded selfadjoint operators in a Hilbert space S. P(xi, x»)
admits a representation
(63)

P(xi, x2) = pr XiOr - xiAi)~lx2(I - x2At)-1

with commutative selfadjoint operators Ai, A2 bounded by 1 in a larger Hilbert
space $2$,
if and only if (a) the first weak partial derivatives and the mixed
second weak partial derivative of F exist and are continuous, (ß) Pi,»,(0, 0) = I,

P(xi, 0) = P(0, x2)=0 for all xx, x2, (y) the function
(64)

„.
,
F(xi, x2) - F(xi, y2) - F(yi, x,) + F(yu y%)
K(xh Xi, yi, y2) =(xi -

yi)(x2

-

y2)

defined for xu x2, yu y2 in ( —1, 1) is weakly positive definite.
Proof. Assuming that P is of the form (63) conditions
obviously satisfied. To prove (7) we use the identity
1

(a) and (ß) are

r
[x(I
- xA)~l - y(I - yA)~l] = (I - yA)~l(I - xA)~*

x —y

valid for any selfadjoint A, ||/41| g 1 and all x, yin ( —1,1). For any xi, • • -,Xjv;
«i, • ■ • , uN in ( —1, 1), hi, ■ • ■ , hN in § we have

Ha

H H (K(xm, um; xn, un)hm, hn)
which
To
(P(xi,
Hence

- xmAi)~V - umA2)-'K

so,

proves that K is positive definite even in the strong sense.
prove the sufficiency of the conditions, we note that the function
x2)h, h) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3 for every fixed h in !&.
the integral representation
/l

rl

xi

i-dm(X,p;h)

_iJ_i

holds with a bounded positive
convergent Taylor development
00

xt

1 — Xxi 1 — px2

measure

m(X, p.; h). This function
/» 1

(F(xu x2)k,h) = 2^ *i x* f

n 1

I X /i ¿»(X,/,; A).

has the
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The Taylor coefficients are uniquely determined by the function; being the
double Hausdorff moments of the measure «t(X, u; A), they determine this
measure uniquely.

We also note that

(A,A) = (Fx[Xt(0,0)A,A) = j

j

dm(\, p; A)

holds for all A in $. Applying Lemma 6, we obtain the representation (63)
with the commuting selfadjoint operators Ai, A2 whose spectrum lies in

[ —1, l], i.e., which are bounded by 1.
6. Applications to dilation problems. Finally we wish to indicate the connections of the results in the preceding section with some previous studies
on dilations of Hubert space operators. Theorems 8 and 9 are known, we
merely show that they can be derived from our Theorem 5. Theorem 10 is a
generalization of a result of B. Sz.-Nagy [7]; it turns out that it is a consequence of our Theorem 7.

Theorem 8 (B. Sz.-Nagy [7]). Let Pi, Tt be doubly commuting^) contractions in a Hilbert space Iq. In a larger Hilbert space $=>$ there exist commutative unitary operators Ui, U2 such that

(65)

TmiT"2
- pr VÏU\

holdsfor allm, « è 0.
Proof. For |z| <1 we define

77,(2)= (7 + z7\)(7 - iZV)-«

(i = 1, 2),

which is an analytic function of z. Now we define the function F by the relations F(zi, z2)=771(z1)772(z2), F(zrl, z2) = -77i(zi)*772(z2), and F(zr\
If»)
—F(zi, z2)*. Thus F is defined for all |zi|,|z2| 9*1, is analytic, and clearly
satisfies conditions (a), (ß) of the corollary of Theorem 5. To show that it
satisfies condition (y) too, we have to prove that
(66) M(zuz2) = Hi(zi)H2(z2) + Hx(zx)*H2(z2) + H2(z2)*Hx(zx) + H2(z2)*Hx(zi)*

is a positive operator for all |zi|, |z2| <1.
By the double commutativity
of Pi, P2 we have
3/(2!, z2) = (Ih{zx) + Hi(zi)*)(H2(z2)

+ H2(z2)*).

The operators 77,(z,) +Hi(zi)* = 2 Re 77,(z,) are positive; let in fact,/ be any
element of ip, and denote g= (7 —z.P,)-1/. Then we have for |z,| <1,
(') I.e. T¡ commutes with both T* and T¡ .
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(Reff^z,)/,/)

- Re((7 + 2,^(7

[December

- z.T,)-1/,/)

= Re((7+ ZiTi)g,(I - ZiTjg)- ||¿||' - | «<|a|17*«ffl
I* â 0.
Hence M(zi, z2), being the product of two commutative positive operators, is
itself positive if |zi|, |z2| <1.
Now, by the corollary of Theorem 5 we have

mi

x

1 + z,ri

1 + ZiTt

F(Zi, Zi) m-m

1 - ziTi 1 - ZiTt

1 + tiUi 1 + nff,

pr-1-

v 1 - tiUi 1 - ztUi

with commuting unitary operators Ui, U2 in an enlarged Hilbert space $¡2$.
Taking the power series development of both sides of this equation and comparing coefficients we obtain the relations (65).

Theorem

9 (S. Brehmer

[l]). Let 7\, T2 be commutative contractions in a

Hilbert space Ç, such that ||7\| 2+||F2||2ál.
Then there exist commutative unitary operators Ui, U2 in a larger Hilbert space $2§,
such that

Ti Ti = Vi Ut
for all m,n^0.
Proof. We define F in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 8. The
conditions (a), (ß) of the corollary of Theorem 5 are again trivial ; we have to
use a different argument only to prove that (66) is a positive operator.
We use the abbreviated notations

St = ZiTi,

I + R,; = (7 - Si)'1

(i = 1, 2).

We have the relations

Si(I + Ri) = Ri,
Now consider the following identities,

Hí(zí) = I + 2Ri.
used also by Brehmer.

M(zi, z,) = (7 + J?2*)(7+ Ri*)(I + Ri)(I + R2) - (7 + R2*)Ri*Ri(I + *s)
- (7 + Ri*)R2*R2(I + Ri) + R2*Ri*RiR2

= (7 + R2*)(I + Ri*)(I + Ri)(I + R2)

- (I + R2*)(I + Ri*)Si*Si(I + tf,)(7 + 2c2)
- (7 + J?2*)(7+ i?i*)52*S2(7+ J?i)(7 + Je0

+ (7 + Rf)(I + RfWSfStSM + Ri)(I+ Ä).
Hence with A = (I —Si) (I —S2) we have

M' = — A*M(zlt zt)A = 7 - JfSi - 52*5«+ SWS*S»,
4

and therefore,

for any /in

§,
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(M'fj)= ll/ll2- IMI2- ll^ll2+ ll-wll2^ 0,
whence also M(zh z2) ^0.
The positivity of (66) being established,
rem 8 finishes the proof.

Theorem

the same argument

as in Theo-

10. Let F„ (r, 5 = 0, 1, • • • ) bea double sequence of bounded self-

adjoint operators in a Hilbert space & such that (a) for every real polynomial
£(X, u) = llriS.0 ar,XrM"which is non-negative for all X, p. in ( — 1, 1), the operator £iJ,_o a™Pr» is non-negative, (ß) Poo = P
Then there exist commutative selfadjoint operators Ai, A2 bounded by 1 in
an enlarged Hilbert space §¡2^> stich that

(67)

Tr, = pr A\a\

(r, s - 0, 1, • • • ).

Proof. The mapping of positive polynomials p(X, p.) into the set of bounded
selfadjoint operators defined by T(p) = H^,,.oaT,Tr, is by assumption linear
and of positive type. So, by a standard argument, it can be extended, preserving these properties, to all bounded continuous functions / of X, ft in
( —1, 1). In particular, if /(X, p.) = £r"_0 ßr.Xr/*' is a power series convergent
in an interval properly containing ( —1, 1), and having a non-negative sum
everywhere in ( —1, 1), then T(f) = H¡°,-0 ar,Tr, converges and is a nonnegative operator.
Now we consider the function M defined by
Xi

(68)

x2

fx„(xu x2) =--—-=

"

1 — Xxi 1 — ux2

xix2 21 (X*i)'(Mx2)'
r,,_o

with fixed X, p. in ( —1, l)./jm is of the type considered in Theorem 3, hence
for any finite system of points u,, • • ■ , w.v; i'i, • • • , Vs in (—1, 1) and any
complex numbers a¡, • • • , a.v we have
/x„(«m, tm) -f\ß(t*m,

(69) p(\, u) = 2^ 2-, -;-w-;-«-»a»
,n

n

(Um

Vn) - M(Un,Vm)
— Un)(Vm

+ f\ß(u,„

Vn)

> °

— Vn)

(which could also be verified directly).
For Uj, t'y, çij (J—\, • • • , N) fixed, pÇK, p) is therefore a positive function
of X, u, admitting a Taylor development converging in an interval larger than
( —1, 1) as can be seen by substituting the series (68) into (69).
Hence T(p) is a non-negative operator. From (68) and (69) however it is

seen that
■^ ^

F(um, vm) - F(u,„, Vn) — F(un, vm) + F(u„, V»)

t(p) = LE-—_
with

w _

x-«-*•

=°
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F(xi, Xi) = xix2 Z

Tr,x\x\.

r..-0

Since this holds for arbitrary u¡, v¡, a¡ (j —1, • • • , N), it follows that the
operator-valued function F satisfies the condition of weak positive definiteness in Theorem 7. The other conditions being trivially satisfied, we have by

Theorem 7,
(70)

F(*i, x2) - pr xi(7 - xiAi)-lxt(I

with commutative

- x242)-»

selfadjoint operators Ai, A2, bounded by 1 in an enlarged

Hilbert space $3Í>.
Now developing both sides of (70) into power series
Z

r+l »+1
Tr,Xi X2 =

r.«=0

and comparing

A
r .• r+1 $+1
¿_, Pr AlAiXl Xi
r,«-0

coefficients we obtain the desired result.
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